Bear Resistant
Folding Glass Wall

Unique Design Provides Unequalled Protection from Bears in a Folding Glass Wall

With the BEARricade, you’ll enjoy all of the attributes
a NanaWall opening glass wall offers—indoor/outdoor
lifestyle, fresh air ventilation, and open views—but when
closed, the glass wall provides unequalled weather
protection, security, and defense from bears.
• NanaWall BEARricade™ Post:
Reinforced structural posts and impact rated
laminated glass provide unparalleled strength that
resists the bear’s ability to “push in” the glass panels.

BRING THE OUTSIDE IN BUT NOT THE BEARS

Many of the world’s most elegant vistas are located in
beautiful scenic locations that also include wild animals
such as bears. If your home is in an area that is near
forested land, chances are you have bears as neighbors.
Although bears usually avoid contact with humans,
they are opportunistic and will search for human food
supplies when they become accustomed to associating
a large box (your home) as a food source.
A thrilling sight to see outside your home, a bear is less
than charming when it’s trying to have dinner in your
home. Bears learn how to enter homes by simply using
their immense strength and weight to push open French
doors, windows, and even pushing in or breaking the
glass on typical sliding glass doors.

• NanaWall BEARlock™ System:
Secure multi-point tamper-resistant locks engage
with the turn of a handle shoots the concealed
lockbolts up into the head track and down into
the floor track for a secure multipoint connection.
The bottom shoot bolts have a one-inch throw
for maximum security.

Reinforced
BEARricade™ Post
Stainless Steel
Wheels on a
Stainless Steel Track

BEARlock™ System

• Reliable, Durable, Smooth Operating:
NanaWall Floor Supported Technology provides
long-term easy operation by carrying the main weight
of the panels on the floor track. Dual stainless steel
elevated running carriages within the reinforced
structural posts are impervious to track debris.
• Superior Humidity Control and Energy Efficiency:
The wide polyamide seal and panel design
provides superior humidity control, improved
acoustics, and exceptional energy efficiency
for cold environments.

The NanaWall Aluminum Framed Folding System BEARricade™
is specifically designed for security and strength while providing
large glass openings up to 38’ wide.

WE ENGINEER THE EXCEPTIONAL

The NanaWall Aluminum
Framed Folding System
BEARricade™ is specifically
designed for security and
strength while providing large
glass openings up to 38’ wide.

Nana Wall Systems, Inc.
100 Meadowcreek Drive #250
Corte Madera, CA 94925

NanaWall redefined the category of opening glass
wall systems. During our 25-plus years in business,
we have earned the trust of architects, builders, design
professionals, and homeowners as a solutions provider
for re-imagining how buildings, people, and the
elements interact. By combining precision engineering
and outstanding design options across more than
20 unique systems, we advance design possibilities
beyond the conventional for almost any space.
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